Putting an end to cable chaos!
And it’s so simple
Today: emergency mission at a production plant

This is
Paul

Paul is an electrical engineer.
His job is to fit electrical installations
on-site for various customers, as well
as maintaining the electrical equipment
in machines and production plants.

Customer: Paul, we
urgently need your help.
Our machine is broken. Every
hour of downtime costs us a lot
of money. Please come quickly!

Paul immediately heads for the customer.
At the plant, the machine fault is quickly
detected: a cable is defective. However, at
the control cabinet it is not obvious which
cable is damaged, because the cables and
components are not labelled clearly.
Oops, pure chaos
in the control cabinet.
Things will all take
a bit longer.
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MACHINE 01

Paul has found the defective cable
and has replaced it. And to make things
go faster next time, he temporarily
marks the cable with a FLEXIMARK®
wrapping label. Paul always has some
of them with him.

Three days later:
Paul is called to an emergency
mission again.
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Thankfully, everything
is perfectly labelled.
FLEXIMARK® is great.
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It’s so simple: FLEXIMARK®
marking system puts an end to cable
chaos in the control cabinet.

Not only Paul benefits
®
from FLEXIMARK
The thorough marking of cables and plugs can shorten
repair times. This makes work far easier for everyone who
has to identify components in the control cabinet.
Three examples:
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FLEXIMARK®
organised shrink tubes
are already cut to the
respective size and are
suitable for marking single
cores and wires.

FLEXIMARK® LCK
wrapping labels are
markers of vinyl with an
protective transparent foil
for marking cables.
The protective foil protects
the text from abrasion
and solvents.

FLEXIMARK® Flexiprint TF
are markers for single
core marking and glass
fibre cables. They are
easy and quick to install.

All product information and customised
solutions can be found at:
https://www.lappkabel.com/fleximark
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